MTTI Membership Survey Data

Total responses: 25

1. Current Membership Status:
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*Figure 1: Membership Status*

2. Rank the following 6 areas of MTTU support in order of importance to you with 1 being the least important, 6 being the most important.
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*Figure 2: MTTI Support*

In order from most to least important:

1. Other Financial Support
2. Student Support
3. Research Funding
4. Travel and Event Support
5. Admin Post-Award Support
6. Administrative Pre-Award Support
3. **From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTTI can provide in Administrative: Pre-Award Support.**

![Figure 3: Administrative Pre-Award Support](image)

In order from most to least important:

1. Budget preparation
2. Transmittal and Contract Documentation Prep
3. RFP Scouting
4. Support Letters
5. Proposal Editing

4. **From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTTI can provide in Administrative: Post-Award Support.**
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In order from most to least important:

1. Budget/financial tracking and reporting
2. Progress report preparation
3. Technical report writing/editing
4. Project website support

5. From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTTI can provide in Travel & Event Support.
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**Figure 5: Travel and Event Support**

Most to Least Important:

1. Member and student travel
2. External speaker travel (For MTTI sponsored speakers)
3. Providing on-campus opportunities for “transportation dialog” (guest speakers, workshops, tech talks, social gatherings)
6. **From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTTI can provide in student support.**
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**Figure 6: Student Support**

Most to Least Important:

1. MTTI Summer Internships
2. Marketing/promotion of transportation fields to student candidates
3. Financial support for youth programs

Responses: One person commented that they were not aware MTTI offered student internships.
7. From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTTI can provide in Research Funding.
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Most to least important:

1. Cost share support
2. Minor (seed funding) initiatives ($10K with 1:1 match requirement)
3. Major initiatives (2-3 years, typically $20-30K per year)

8. From your personal perspective, rate the subcategories of support MTT can provide in Other Financial Support.
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Most to Least Important:

1. Financial proposal writing support
2. Stop gap funding for programs when necessary
3. Facilities upgrades